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INTRODUCTION

PROJECT CONTRIBUTORS:

As the sole provider of 911 medical response and

CORE TEAM

transport for the City of Austin and Travis County,

a population of 1.2 million people and area of 1100
square miles, Austin-Travis County Emergency

Medical Services (ATCEMS) is a busy system with

a need for both field and communications med-

ics who can not only hit the ground running while
learning the system, but also employees looking

to have a long term career with ATCEMS. Recruit-

ing these types of candidates is not an easy task.
This marketing plan is a detailed report and

guide of the work done to better understand

how current ATCEMS medics feel about the organization, the types of people ATCEMS should be
recruiting, where the ideal candidates look for

jobs, and the messages that will resonate with
them.

The end goal of this plan is to give Recruiting staff
(and other internal divisions) cohesive and con-

sistent messaging about ATCEMS’s identity, and all
the steps needed, to use in recruiting highly qualified and resilient candidates.

• Hillary Berquist, User Experience Analyst,
Austin-Travis County EMS

• Lisa Sepulveda, Community Services Program
Manager, Austin-Travis County EMS

• Julia Byron, Design,

Technology, and Innovation Fellow

• Michael Henderson, Design, Technology, and
Innovation Fellow

• Courtney Morgan, Design, Technology, and
Innovation Fellow

ADVISORY TEAM
• Teresa Gardner, Assistant Chief, Austin-Travis
County EMS

• Tina Graves, Human Resources Manager,
Austin-Travis County EMS

• Mary Hoad, Recruiting Manager, Austin-Travis
County EMS

• Rance Marion, Recruiting Coordinator,
Austin-Travis County EMS

• Ashleigh O’Connor, Recruiting Coordinator,
Austin-Travis County EMS

DESIGN TEAM
• In-House International
For any clarification or questions, please

contact Hillary Berquist at hillary.berquist@
austintexas.gov.
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Demographics

One of Austin-Travis County EMS’s (ATCEMS) goals
is to increase diversity. While we are relative-

ly even with the industry national averages for

race and ethnicity populations, as well as gender
breakdown, the Austin City Council has tasked
ATCEMS with more closely matching Austin’s

diversity. Overall, both our current diversity and

these national averages show that the field skews
mostly white and male, and we recommend that
further research be done on how we can appro-

priately increase our diversity to match the community that we serve. See the lessons we learned
and suggestions for a future diversity study at
https://goo.gl/Z8hrXC.
RACE / ETHNICITY
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GENDER

Demographics
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AVERAGE SALARY

ADDITIONAL FACTORS
• Median age of Paramedics and EMTs is 33

(“Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey”, 2017).

• EMTs have the highest proportion of individuals with post-secondary education (com-

pared to Police and Fire), but a lower proportion of bachelor degrees compared to the

working population (16.2%) (Schafer et al., 2015)
• Military veteran status of EMTs (10%) is higher

than that of total population of first responders (7%) (Schafer et al., 2015).
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths
Benefits

Third Service Organization

•

Vacation/Sick Time

•

Paid Continuing Education

•

Peer Support, Psychiatrists, Chaplain

•

Non-punitive environment, fostering growth

•

Tuition Reimbursement

•

•

Health insurance

Progressive, supportive organization

Paramedic School

•

•
•

Located in Austin
•
•

Busy system

Serve a variety of populations

Expanded Medical Practice

•

•

Not just transport

•

Clinicians not technicians

•
•

•

Not just dispatch

Focus on patient care especially
compared to private EMS

Civil Service (job security)

•

High Standards

ATCEMS runs scenes

Best tools/technology
•
•

Mentorship & Supervision
Skills Lab

Clear path for advancement

Opportunities off of the truck such as motorcycle,
Community Health Paramedic Program, outreach

Smart, supportive colleagues

APD support on calls when needed
Intern Program

Communications Medics can advance to Medic II
without their Paramedic Certification

Not physically demanding; not on your feet all day
Weaknesses
Burnout

Salary does not support cost of living
Stuck in night shifts

Social media postings not following
frequency best practices

Negative perception of Paramedics
starting as Medic I’s

Pay is average for Paramedics
Retirement

: Field Specific
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Pay lower than tech call centers

Communications is understaffed & strained
•

Can’t get shifts covered

•

Some medics don’t want to get stuck in night

•

No breaks
shift

Lack of support/recognition from management
Stuck behind a desk

Not as much esteem as with field

: Communications Specific

SWOT Analysis
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Opportunities
Pipeline Opportunities

Rising need for first responders

•

•

•

ACC has EMT-B and Paramedic programs

Austin has several customer service centers

High demand for living in Austin

•

Natural Disasters

Increased violence

Businesses reducing benefits

Rising American interest in keeping jobs

Beneficial City of Austin employee programs

Austin emphasis on supporting locals

Big Latinx and LGBTQ communities in Austin

stateside

•
•

•

1st time homebuyer program for Public Safety

and the community
Staffing locally
Public service

Threats
Working nights is challenging and
people don’t want to do it

Austin commute is getting more challenging
Austin’s high cost of living

Medics don’t know ATCEMS is different

Lack of diversity in EMS industry as a whole

Council has last say in hiring requirements

Some medics not prepared for dealing with the
public

Civil Service dictates Paramedics come in as Medic I
Rising Violence in U.S.

People verbally abusing communications medics
Some people don’t have the required computer
literacy

Call center jobs being outsourced

: Field Specific

: Communications Specific
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Competition

OVERVIEW OF COMPETITORS
Acadian Ambulance Service

Not an agency that ATCEMS employees typically leave to go to, but many ATCEMS employees
come from Acadian

Unlike Austin Travis County Emergency Medical

Services (ATCEMS), Acadian Ambulance Service
does not require applicants have prior experi-

ence. As a result, Acadian in Austin is capturing a
high number of recently certified EMT-B’s. On an
organizational review website, Glassdoor, a re-

viewer even mentioned Acadian paying for their
EMT certification through Texas A&M.
Williamson County EMS

Has a very similar setup to ATCEMS and is
also in the area.

Like Austin-Travis County EMS (ATCEMS), Williamson County EMS is a Third Service model. Unlike

ATCEMS, they only have dual Paramedic ambulances and highlight on their site they only hire

paramedics (but no experience is required). Shifts
are 24 hours on, 48 hours off on a rotating A, B,

and C shift schedule (but paid on a 56 hour work
week meaning that they have built in overtime
each week).

Some additional information shared on their

website includes a school schedule program to

give medics the opportunity to work fixed shifts to
attend class on their day off (ATCEMS does something similar for those taking the internal Param-

eidc course) as well as the opportunity to work in
12

a variety of environment, suburban, urban, rural

and with their new Community Health Paramedic program. They also have the same, or similar,
equipment to ATCEMS.

Austin Police Department

Some ATCEMS employees leave for this agency
As City of Austin employees, working for Austin

Police Department has many of the same ben-

efits as working for Austin-Travis County EMS

(ATCEMS), but with some differences due to them
being Civil Service longer than ATCEMS. Patrol

officers work four 10 hr days with three days off.
Austin Fire Department

Some ATCEMS employees leave for this agency
Austin Fire Department (AFD) has many of the

same benefits as working for Austin-Travis County EMS (ATCEMS), and like Austin Police Depart-

ment they have had Civil Service protections for
a long period of time.

Requirements for the job include 15 hours of college credit (in any subject) and applicants must
meet all legal requirements necessary to be-

come certified by the Texas Commission on Fire
Protection Personnel Standards and Education,

and must meet the minimum requirements of the
Texas Department of Health to become certified

as an Emergency Medical Technician. Workweek
is 53 hours.

Competition
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Travis County ESD No. 2

(Pflugerville Fire Department)

Services are very new, but are a potential future
competitor due to their proximity to ATCEMS

The Pflugerville Fire Department started to operate its own ambulances for the first time at

the beginning of 2017. They now have four total

ALS ambulances in service, and two in reserve,

servicing all of Pflugerville. The system services

120,000 people and 100 square miles of suburban
and urban areas. Workweek is 53 hours. Specific

information was not available regarding requirements for what they call the ALS squads or when
they will be hiring, currently the ambulances are

staffed by firefighters who were trained to be certified as Paramedics. This will be a system to look
at in the future as they potentially expand more.
EXAMPLES TO FOLLOW:

Source: Indeed.com

Job posting from Indeed.com - meeting recruits where they search for jobs.

BUT! Text automatically pulled in from recruiting site (“Acadian Companies JOB DESCRIPTION Job
Title…”) is not meaningful.
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• BUT! text on the image is not easy to see

Currently, competitors are recruiting on social

media, Facebook in particular and some on Twitter. They also post on LinkedIn and show up on

job posting sites including Indeed, and Glassdoor.
Agencies with multiple social media accounts

share recruiting posts on all of their accounts and
post frequently when hiring. They do not promote
jobs when they’re not hiring and are clear about
hiring dates. Those posting jobs on Indeed and

Glassdoor are also showing up on Google jobs.

Source: Austin Police Department Facebook
page, @JoinAPD
• Has a call to action
• Shares one of the specialized units officers
can work for
• Encourages potential recruits to check out all
the videos on both the specialized units and
hiring process

Source: Williamson County Emergency Services
Facebook page, @PreparingWilco

• Text includes: date the job is open until, a
call to action, uses a hashtag, and mentions
some benefits
14

• Features current employees talking about
their experiences to show what it’s like
to work there
• BUT! was posted on a recruiting-specific
account separate from APD’s main account,
a practice not recommended due to audience split

Competition
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Source: Austin Fire Department careers microsite,
JoinAFD.com

• Similar information and layout to ATCEMS career page
• Journalistic images

2018

Source: Pflugerville LinkedIn profile, listed as Travis County Emergency Services District No. 2
• Clearly states application deadline
• Links to Careers main page rather than
specific posting

• “Meet the Firefighters” videos feature
employees describing working for AFD
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COMPETITIVE OPPORTUNITIES
Some of the things that the competitors are not

doing as well at is that they are not always keeping job postings consistent from one platform to

another and the separate accounts for recruiting
splits the audience (the recruiting accounts have
very low followers). In addition, they are posting
on Twitter, which research shows is not a place
people are looking for jobs.
Examples to avoid:

Source: Acadian Ambulance Facebook page, @
AcadianAmbulance

• Text on image is cut off.
• Text automatically pulled in from recruiting
site (“Acadian Companies are an Equal Opportunity…”) is not meaningful.
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Source: Pflugerville Fire Department Facebook
page, @PflugervilleFire

• The linked page has been taken down - if a
user clicked this link, they would see a “404
error” page. A good reminder that links live
on social media for as long as they are published! One way to avoid this is to always link
to the main Careers page, rather than a specific posting.

Competition
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BASE PAY COMPARISON

*Source and limitations: Glassdoor; Unspecified if pay averages are local, regional, or national,
starting or overall. This information was used to determine if pay was an area for messaging and should not be used
for any other salary determination due to the limitations.

TAGLINES

“Are you a paramedic? Do you have

ATCEMS’ recruiting tagline:

Williamson County

“Make your next career move.”
We looked at other public safety organization and
nonprofit company’s taglines for both inspiration

and to better understand how they were messaging. For the most part, we saw public safety organizations focusing on themes such as making a

difference, saving lives, and having what it takes.

For the most part, what the taglines don’t address

are the specific benefits an employee gains work-

ing for these companies, which was something we
found to be compelling to prospective employees.

what it takes?”

“Round here, heroes wear cowboy hats!”
MedStar Fort Worth

“We make a difference!”

Montgomery County EMS
“You can make a difference”
Henry County

“Saving lives. One volunteer at a time”
joinems.org
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“The power to save others is in your hands.
Share it.”

Clinton First Aid & Rescue Squad
“You make a difference… (We make it easier)”
Indiana Association for Community Economic
Development (IACED)

“Your future is calling”

Goodwill Industries Serving Eastern Nebraska and
Southwest Iowa

“Lives need saving. Start with yours”
Virginia Beach Volunteer EMS
“Answer the call.”
Loudoun County

“Become an everyday hero”
Virginia Volunteer Fire

“Choose a career where you can make
a difference.”
Boston EMS

“World class EMS for a world class city”
San Francisco EMS

“Helping your community, your neighbors,
your family.”
BAC EMS

“You need us. We need you. Volunteer today!”
Croton EMS

“Be part of the tradition. Be part of the

excitement. Be part of the community.”

Non-sourced volunteer firefighter ad (Pinterest)

18

“On Call (for Vermont)”
Vermont EMS

“Protect the health of your community.
Join. Train. Respond.”
Vermont EMS

2018
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INCENTIVES COMPARISON
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ATCEMS Past Campaigns

In 2007 ATCEMS Recruiting launched the “Are You

EVALUATION

toward both Field and Communications, with

The Recruiting team filled all 70 positions in ap-

new field paramedic positions that were created

sure success because of the change in workweek

Ready for the Ride of Your Life” campaign, geared
one main goal to recruit and fill approximately 70
when the 56 hour workweek was reduced to 48
hours.

DETAILS
The campaign spend of approximately $12,000.00
(75% of their total budget) included marketing

materials (posters, brochures) and print advertising in EMS Industry trade journals and magazines;
social media was not included as it was still a
new communication platform. Target demo-

graphic for this campaign were male/female

certified or licensed paramedics between the
ages of 18-35 yrs.

THEMES & MESSAGES
The campaign theme and messaging was centered around the excitement, adrenaline and

energy of the job and the diversity of career opportunities here (Star Flight, Special Operations,
Communications, Field). Imagery was primarily

medics in action scenes (rescues, training) and

some night shots/special effects to play off lights
and reflective details on the ambulances.
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proximately 18 months, but it was difficult to meathat may have attracted more applicants, overall
the large spend did not yield the expected return
on investment.

ATCEMS Past Campaigns
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ATCEMS Past Campaigns
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Opportunity #3 : Communications Medic

ARE YOU READY?
Austin-Travis County EMS Communications Medics work in a state of the art and internationally recognized
Medical Priority Dispatch Center of Excellence. Communications Medics not only work strategically with multiple public
safety agencies but also serve as the entry point for all pre-hospital care for the Austin-Travis County EMS System.
Various career advancement opportunities within Communications include Training Officer/QI & QA, Supervisor,
Command and Division Command.

www.ci.austin.tx.us/ems
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888-448-2367 EMSRecruiting@ci.austin.tx.us
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Macroenvironment

The external environment affects those already in

emergency medical service positions, and can also
affect those who may be seeking, or considering, a
role in emergency medical services. It’s important
to keep in mind the factors that could affect recruiting efforts.

• The rising cost of health care coverage, pre-

scription medication, and providers withdrawing from the healthcare marketplace make it

harder for people to find affordable care, which
in turn can increase people’s dependence on
emergency care or programs like ATCEMS’s
Community Health Paramedic Program.

• ATCEMS medics work closely with the Austin

Police Department and face increased safety

risks with the heightened tension occurring nationwide. While risk may deter some from en-

tering the field, those that feel a calling toward

helping people may be more eager to consider
joining organizations like ATCEMS.

• Environmental factors, including an increase

in natural disasters, means it is likely that there
will continue to be assistance needs from or-

ganizations like ATCEMS when disasters occur.
When Hurricane Harvey hit the State of Texas
on August, 19th, 2017, widespread destruction
forced refugees to Travis County to receive

emergency care, aid, and resources, ATCEMS
helped both locally as well as sending med-

ics to Houston and other areas to assist those

affected. The emphasis in the media on emergency responders during natural disasters

may draw more people to the field.
• While many areas of the US have suffered from
job displacement, Austin was ranked the second fastest growing economy in 2015 by new
federal data (Grisales, 2016). The Austin Tech-

nology Council predicted that 9,000 new tech
jobs will be created by 2017, a big reason why

Austin ranks second on Forbes list of “Best U.S.
Cities for Future Job Growth” (Athwal, 2015).

Austin also took the number 10 spot on the list of
“fastest-gentrifying” cities in a study that looked
at census tract data and median home prices.
As job growth and population continues to in-

crease and as median house prices continue to
rise, ATCEMS can expect a greater demand for

service and employees, but may discover that
more and more employees are finding it diffi-

cult to afford Austin’s cost of living (Widner, 2017).
• At ATCEMS, both field and communications

medics work with advanced tools in comparison to many other systems, which is not surprising considering that Austin is a burgeon-

ing ecosystem for technology. Being a part of
this tech-minded community means ATCEMS
is well positioned to lead the emergency

medical field in emerging technologies and is
already doing so with adoption of programs
like green mobile technology to improve our

environment and help improve working conditions of emergency personnel. Sharing the

type of technologies and innovative thinking

could be a draw to medics working with outdated equipment and technology.
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Recruiting Targets

OUR INTERNAL IDENTITY

themselves in their skills and medical practice,

To position ourselves in recruiting, we need to un-

love the challenge of diagnosis.

derstand what life is like for our medics and how

always wanting to improve or pick up more and

they feel about working at ATCEMS.

“You are able to help people who just need help,

FIELD MEDICS: THE SWEETHEARTS OF ATCEMS

years with ATCEMS

not necessarily medical help”-Medic I, EMT-B, 2+

The public tend to see field medics as one of two

“Not all patients need the hospital. You can match

and take them to doctors who provide medical

1+ years with ATCEMS

things - ambulance drivers who pick people up
care. Or constantly running to save lives for

the patient to the right care”-Medic II, Paramedic,

major emergencies.

“When the tones go off you don’t know what you

But really they’re providing mobile community

Paramedic, 8+ years with ATCEMS

care, sometimes practicing the kind of medicine

are going to get. It’s a lot of spontaneity”-Medic II,

people only think doctors or nurses do and some-

This is not the extent of the care they provide- our

people who are upset, connecting people to

give outside of emergency medical scenarios

times providing other kinds of care- comforting
non-emergency or non-medical services, edu-

cating them on their health or even getting them
something to eat.

They feel important, challenged and impactful.

“We get to be practitioners here, figure things out
for ourselves”-Medic I, EMT-B, 2+ years with AT-

field medics value the variety of care they get to
and know that makes a big difference in peo-

ple’s’ lives. They are here to fix people, and know
that doesn’t just mean administering medicine.

They like to be on their feet, out in the communi-

ty, helping all different kinds of patients and love
that everyday is different.

CEMS)

“It’s fun- you can have a great partner and take

“You can do everything in the back of the ambu-

to the station you can read a book or take a

lance except surgery”-ATCEMS Medical Director

some intense calls. Then when you get back

nap”-Medic II, Paramedic, 2+ years with ATCEMS

Our field medics feel that they have much broad-

In fact, most of their work is not medical emer-

like the medical director and the direction of

the job is non-medical emergencies. There are

er medical practice than at other services. They
the practice within the organization. They pride

24

gencies. Any field medic will tell you that 90% of
times where they might start to get burnt out on

Recruiting Targets
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‘taxi rides’, or people who don’t really need med-

“This is one of the few places in EMS where you

from seeing repeated K2 overdoses in the home-

ATCEMS)

ical help, or feel they’re not making a difference
less community. But the benefits outweigh this.

can have a career”-Medic I, EMT-B, 2+ years with

They like their downtime and balance, and good

“I’ve never worked anywhere else with power

There aren’t many complaints, but they

“I appreciate the recognition given for

partners make any day fun.

struggle at times.

“There’s a constant lack of sleep on the 12 hour

2018

lifts”-Medic II, Paramedic, 2+ years with ATCEMS

work”-Medic I, EMT-B, 2+ years with ATCEMS

shift”-Medic I, EMT-B, 4+ years with ATCEMS

Aside from the camaraderie of other medics, field

“EMS workers are underpaid… I’m worried about

zation. They feel everyone is looking out for each

how to afford myself”-Medic I, EMT-B, 2+ years
with ATCEMS

“The situation you’re entering is unknown.

People in Texas own guns”-Medic I, EMT-B, 4+
years with ATCEMS

Some people struggle with balancing life with 12
hours shifts, getting by on the pay, and it’s hard

to have a family with this kind of job. The biggest
concern we heard was about retirement.

medics feel they are cared for by their organi-

other and helping each other grow- more experienced medics want to help new people grow,

but also know they can learn from new medics
too. They feel management is looking out for

them and they can get the help they need when
they need it, and show them appreciation. They
are optimistic about growing their career here,
and speak excitedly about the opportunities to
do outreach, programs and events outside of

truck and options for going up the ranks or reassignments to other EMS roles, like special ops.

Yet overall they feel supported and cared for.

Our field medics love working at ATCEMS

you, important to feel part of the team and they

vices”-Medic II, Paramedic, 2+ years with ATCEMS

“It’s important to feel like someone cares about

want me here”-Captain, Paramedic, 11+ years with
ATCEMS

“We were so tired I wanted to cry. I was able to
call my commander for a reprieve”-Medic II,
Paramedic, 8+ years with ATCEMS

“Our standards are higher than other EMS ser-

“It’s about patient care, not profits”-Medic II, Paramedic, 2+ years with ATCEMS

They think it’s a fun job with a company they are
proud to work for and colleagues that strive for
the best care.

25
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COMM MEDICS:

THE UNDERDOGS OF ATCEMS
Field medics and the public alike think that Comm
is a boring office job that you only do if you’re

injured, “old”, or not up to the task of working in the

field. They don’t think comm medics really practice

medicine and help people, but just sit in a call center taking addresses and sending ambulances out

2018

There’s high intensity and skill in being a comm

medic. All the calls coming to EMS go through 4

call takers at a time, so every day they’re taking
emergencies. This also means they’re consis-

tently busy. So they have mastered multitasking

- talking, gathering different info, entering it into

the system, and practicing global listening. They

have also mastered communicating with frantic,
emotional callers - they concurrently calm peo-

to do the real work. But in reality, they’re the FIRST

ple down, while rapidly gathering key information

under control and play a major role in saving lives.

much information as possible. In the end, they’ve

first responders. They’re the ones getting situations

They feel important, challenged and impactful.
“We have all the high profile calls - all the calls
come through here” -Medic II, EMT-B, 17+ years
with ATCEMS.

“We’re not there but we’re letting people know
they’re not alone”-Medic I, EMD, 2+ years

to get ambulances out to the scene and with as
pieced together a puzzle at the other end of the
line without any sense but hearing.

“We do CPR over the phone, deliver babies over

the phone, give medicine over the phone, diag-

nose strokes over the phone”-Commander, EMT-B,
17+years with ATCEMS

with ATCEMS

“I want to go to the field medics and tape their

“I bring order to chaos”-Medic I, EMD, 2+ years

care of a patient”-Captain, EMT-B, 17+ years

with ATCEMS

“People who call feel helpless- it’s the worst feel-

ing in the world. We help them take some control

of the situation and not freak out.”-Medic II, EMT-B,
17+ years with ATCEMS

“What I’m doing is exactly why I joined the medical field. We all went to school not to transport,
but to be an EMT”-Medic I, EMD, 2+ years
with ATCEMS
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hands & blindfold them & then tell them to take

“Sometimes you’ll see people close their eyes and
trying to imagine what is happening exactly to

try to find a way to walk them through it.”-Medic I,
EMD, 2+ years with ATCEMS

Once they’ve gathered the required information

and calmed the caller down, comm medics have
to coach them through tasks to keep the patient
alive while they’re waiting for the ambulance to

arrive. These are tasks the callers are usually doing for the first time.

Recruiting Targets
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But don’t feel understood or appreciated.

“This department strives for innovation & the best

them to do CPR, the patient wouldn’t have made

ting edge”-Medic II, EMT-B, 10+ years with ATCEMS

“Field gets all the glory, but if we hadn’t gotten
it”-Medic II, EMT-B, 17+ years with ATCEMS

“We’re not less educated than field medics. It’s a
different job function”-Medic II, EMT-B, 17+ years
with ATCEMS

“I don’t feel like HQ management understands my

needs when they make decisions”-Medic II, EMT-B,
17+ years with ATCEMS

“It’s a lot more vital job than people think. There’s
a medicine and an art to it”-Medic II, EMT-B, 10+
years with ATCEMS

“Why are you asking so many stupid questions?
Send an ambulance already!”-911 caller

They feel that ATCEMS prizes the field medics and

that comm are second tier. They hear complaints
and feel disrespect from some field medics, even
to the extent that some think comm medics de-

way to do things. They try to remain on the cut-

“The trade-off for the verbal abuse is that it’s

better than being hit or spat on in field”-Medic II,
EMT-B, 10+ years with ATCEMS

Comm medics acknowledge the good things-

good pay, peer & PTSD support, advanced tech-

nology, ability to practice medicine over the

phone in ways that they wouldn’t be able to in

other services, good career advancement, paid

continuing ed, support from captains and com-

manders. They all bring up a time when a someone contacted them with gratitude, and they

refer to these moments to get them through the
hard times.

But they don’t feel they have the same support
as field medics.

“I never eat my lunch before it gets cold”-Medic II,
EMT-B, 10+ years with ATCEMS

serve to be paid less because they don’t need a

“I can take a 10 minute break but I feel guilty leav-

them even less, sometimes screaming, cursing

years with ATCEMS

paramedic certification. The public understands
and insulting them.

They recognize the support they receive from
the organization.

“We rise faster than field”-EMS Telecom Intern,

ing my team a person short”-Medic II, EMT-B, 10+

“I have so much vacation built up because you

can never get time off”-Medic II, EMT-B, 17+ years
with ATCEMS

EMD, <1 year with ATCEMS

“They had a ceremony for the survivors of one

“

EMT-B, 17+ years with ATCEMS

of my calls, and forgot to include me”-Medic II,
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“In comm, you can’t hang up on people if they

care, because they have calmed down and pre-

disengage and call APD”-Medic II, Paramedic, 2+

receive praise or glory, but they know they’re

yell, curse or disrespect you. In field you can
years with ATCEMS

They feel left out, beaten down, unappreciated

and stressed. Comm medics don’t get the long

downtime between calls like field has, nor arm-

chairs, sleep rooms and television. They don’t have
24 hour shifts that lead to several days off in a row.
They are consistently understaffed. There is a vast
difference in opportunities for relief compared to
field. Thankfully, they have strong camaraderie

and take care of one another; they heat up food

for each other, commiserate about feeling unappreciated, chat about their lives and give advice.
They love that what they do matters every day
at ATCEMS.

“I stay because I love what I do. Not everybody
can do this job- take the pain, the screaming

then go home and be a normal human”-Captain,
EMT-B, 17+ years with ATCEMS

“We’re a different breed of people. This job

changes you.”-Medic I, EMD, 2+ years with ATCEMS
“If I didn’t do it, who would?”-Medic II, EMT-B, 10+
years with ATCEMS

They help many people - patients, callers, and

the field medics. They’re the ones the public calls
when they have no one else, the lifeline of the

community. And they’re the reason field medics
can dive straight into a situation and provide
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pared the people at the scene. They don’t often
doing a good job and honorable work.

Read more in the appendix under “Internal Medic
Research” on p. 70
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RECRUITING TARGETS

Top messaging opportunities

These targets are the types of people ATCEMS

eas, and created a campaign for each.

most highly needs to recruit.
Field

Target 1 - Experienced paramedics: 3+
years of experience

Target 2 - New paramedics: 0-3 years
of experience

2018

We found two main messaging opportunity ar-

1. The overlapping opportunities for all targets:
• Organizational and career support
• Helping people

2. Additionally, a unique opportunity for comm:

• Recognition for their importance in the system

On the following page is a table from our cam-

Communications (Comm)

paign themes research showing the breakdown

medics

in this chart guided the strategy of the initial two

Target 3 - Certified current & potential comm
• Call takers, dispatchers

• EMT’s and other roles with their
EMT-B certification

• Paramedics looking for opportunities off truck

of these opportunities. The learnings summarized
campaigns.

Read more in the appendix under “Campaign
Themes Research” on p. 72

Target 4 - Uncertified potential comm medics
• Call center

• Customer service
• Service industry
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RECRUITING TARGET PERSONAS
Personas are a tool that capture the mindsets,

motivations and needs of our target recruits. Use
them to understand how the recruits think and
feel, and guide any messaging or content cre-

ated for them. Note that they should be revisited
yearly, as recruits’ needs change over time.
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For more details and background on the

2018

personas on the following pages, refer to the validated
medic personas, at https://goo.gl/TgGts5
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Joyce
Call taker and dispatcher
Target: Current comm medics
Age: 25-40

“It often feels like we
are not looked after or
treated similarly to the
paramedics.”
Entry to career

Experience

Joyce was going to school when a paramedic visited her class

Joyce has worked in a hospital-based service

and peaked her interest in EMS. She shadowed an ambulance
and realized that she didn’t want to be out in the field. So she
shadowed communications, and realized that she liked the

for 5 years and does both call taking and
dispatching on her shifts.

busyness, variety of calls, and challenge of piecing together a
puzzle. Next semester she took EMT-B and EMT-D courses.

Career goals

Personal life

Joyce’s favorite part of the job is supporting her community and

Joyce is married. Her wife has her own

helping people in need. She works hard and feels she is skilled

business, and Joyce is glad she can help out

at her job, but doesn’t feel like her boss cares about her. She
feels he pays a lot of attention to the wrong things, like field
complaints, and no attention to the right things, like a raise,

better equipment or relief when she is overloaded. She wants

this to be her career but doesn’t see a path forward at her job.

on her days off. They live in a fairly conservative
community and are ready for something new.
They have been saving up to move to a city
that’s a better cultural fit.

Based on research with medics internally and from around the US,
completed Summer 2017 as part of an initiative to improve recruiting.
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Cameron

Field medic, tired of the truck
Target: Certified potential comm medics
Age: 25-40

“I want to get off the
truck, but I don’t want to
stop doing what I love.”
Entry to career

Experience

Being that his parents were a nurse and a firefighter, Cameron

He’s spent his career working in private EMS

always knew he would have a career in the medical field and
public service. He was exposed to EMS while at the fire station

services in rural counties in central Texas.

and got hooked after doing a ride along. He started his career
with his EMT-B and got his paramedic certification later.

Career goals

Personal life

Key things that drew Cameron to the medical field are

Cameron lives on the eastern outskirts of Travis

practicing medicine and helping others. He loves EMS but is

County. He is single and loves having lots of

getting burnt out and knows he can’t work in the field forever.
He’s frustrated with his organization because they don’t try

to grow their medics, improve practices or provide long term
career paths. He wishes he was at an org that values him and is

hobbies and playing video games. He likes how
EMS schedules give him enough free time to
pursue other interests.

trying to figure out where to take his career next.
Based on research with medics internally and from around the US,
completed Summer 2017 as part of an initiative to improve recruiting.
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Tammy
Non-medic, from call center or
service industry
Target: Uncertified potential comm
medics
Age: 20-30

“I want a meaningful career
where I’m respected and
making a difference.”
Entry to career

Experience

After high school, Tammy went straight to work. She had a lot of

Tammy worked in retail for three years and

fun working retail because she liked talking to so many different
people. But she started to feel self conscious when her friends

has been at the call center two years.

and siblings started college or got careers, and wanted a job

she could be proud of with pay and benefits so found a job with
a call center for a telecom company.

Career goals

Personal life

Tammy has started to realize that her call center job is

Tammy is from Pflugerville, and now lives in

is meaningful or intellectually challenging. Also, she feels

family is important. She always likes being

just a job, not a career. First, she doesn’t feel that the job

Austin in a house she shares with friends. Her

management cares more about quotas than the staff and
will fire people for not hitting their numbers. She is looking for
a career with more responsibility, better pay, benefits and
protections, and that garners more respect. She’s never
considered EMS.

there for friends and family in need, both

ready to volunteer with the easy stuff and step
up to help them through the hard things in life.

Based on research with medics internally and from around the US,
completed Summer 2017 as part of an initiative to improve recruiting.
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Debra

Experienced paramedic
Target: Paramedics with 3+ years’
experience
Age: 25-35

“I’ve worked hard to get
where I am.”
Entry to career

Experience

Debra took an EMT-B course in high school and was hooked by

She started her career at a private service

the ability to be out and about, helping the community from
a rolling office. She also loved never knowing what she was
about to face and getting to practice a variety of medical

practices. This led her to pursue her paramedic certification at
a community college.

doing transfers. She then moved to doing 911
service with a fire department that served a
rural county. Now she is doing ALS/911 for a

hospital-based service in an east Texas town.

Career goals

Personal life

Debra loves her career and loves helping people. But she’s also

Debra is married with two small children. She

stressed- the long hours, low pay, sometimes losing patients,

and her husband are looking for a new city

plus lack of management and organizational support are

wearing on her. She wants to work for an organization that
cares about her wellbeing and opinions.

to move to with more opportunities for their
family.

Based on research with medics internally and from around the US,
completed Summer 2017 as part of an initiative to improve recruiting.
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Louie

New paramedic
Target: Paramedics with under 3 years’
experience
Age: 20-30

“I’m early in my career. I
have a lot of growing to
do.”
Entry to career

Experience

Louie went to college after high school, and got his degree in

Louie has one year of experience at a private

health sciences. His friend suggested trying an EMT-B class,

then he shadowed on an ambulance, and was hooked. After

service.

finishing his EMT-B he went straight to paramedic school and
got his EMT-P, LP.

Career goals

Personal life

Louie is focused on becoming a capable paramedic. He’s

Louie likes to spend his days off hiking with his

he needs to do. He wants a job that will push him to be the best

city when everyone else is at work.

aware that he’s earlier in his career and of how much growing

dog, hanging out with friends, and enjoying the

medic possible, and that means the service will also advance

over time. He also wants to feel cared for and like an important
part of the team.
Based on research with medics internally and from around the US,
completed Summer 2017 as part of an initiative to improve recruiting.
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Top Recruiting Channel
Suggestions
Current recruiting channels for ATCEMS:

on in-person channels with print materials chan-

• No marketing campaign in place

visits, and increase emphasis on digital channels.

• Social media

• No budget for social media marketing
• Messages leading to job postings
that expire

• Not posting enough

• Job fairs

• Sharing at college campuses
• Email blasts

• Post posters in hospital breakrooms

• Recently posted on 4 industry-related websites
Our findings show that we should reduce emphasis
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nels, such as hospital breakrooms and college
• Facebook

• Instagram

• Job listing sites, especially Indeed
• Google Jobs search results

• Via postings on GlassDoor or LinkedIn

• Our Careers page

Our research indicates that AM/FM radio is a popular medium for our target recruits and we rec-

ommend a future budget for advertising on radio
in the future as well as further research to determine the appropriate markets to advertise in.

Top recruiting channel suggestions

ATCEMS Recruiting Marketing Plan

2018

Being that word of mouth is the top means our
internal medics use to find jobs, this suggests

that ATCEMS’ current recruiting efforts are not the
most effective in reaching recruits.
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Top recruiting channel suggestions
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Top recruiting channel suggestions
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OUR TARGET RECRUITS’ MEDIA USAGE

Refer to Recruiting channels research in the
appendix for more details on p. 151
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Recruiting Campaigns

In order to effectively address the recruiting

needs of ATCEMS, we have begun developing

Through our research we have found that this or-

ganizational support is both what new and expe-

two separate campaign directions to be

rienced paramedics and EMT-B’s are looking for

Recruiting Staff. The first campaign focuses on

utilize in recruiting efforts.

implemented and expanded upon by ATCEMS

the extensive organizational support provided
by ATCEMS. The second campaign focuses on
the respectable nature and heroism of the

and something other organizations have failed to

Primary audiences reached:

communications medic.

• Experienced Field Paramedics - Debra

CAMPAIGN 1

• Certified current & potential comm medics -

• New Field Paramedics - Louie
Joyce, Cameron

YOU CARE FOR THE COMMUNITY.
WE CARE FOR YOU.

MEDIA ROLLOUT

Austin Travis County Emergency Medical Services

Where

of Austin first. And that effort requires a robust

We suggest the campaign be published on the

is family, a family that puts serving the residents
system of support for those who do the job.

following sites:

ATCEMS as a whole provides guidance and men-

• Facebook

technical skills and equip medics with state of the

• Job listing sites, especially Indeed

torship to build skills and expertise. They train

art technology, so medics can focus on providing
the best possible care. And, they create a mean-

ingful workplace experience where people are expected to contribute and improve each day, and
anyone can make suggestions for improvement.

This approach will attract our desired targets by

• Instagram

• Google Jobs search results

• Via posting on GlassDoor or LinkedIn

FREQUENCY
Social Media

showcasing what the everyday looks and feels

Recruiting posts should be published 2-4 times a

fessional home where medics can truly grow

media platforms beginning the first day applica-

like and by highlighting that ATCEMS is a pro-

their career, have job security, be supported by

peers and mentors, and do the important work.
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day 3 times a week during a hiring cycle on social
tions are open.
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• 1-2 post a day to be position specific

• 2-3 posts a day to be culture specific
• What it’s like to work at ATCEMS

2018

JOB LISTING SITES
Job postings on job listing sites need to be post-

• A link to a relevant ambassador’s post

ed no later than the first day of a hiring cycle,

• Benefits of ATCEMS

longer than the position is open for applications.

• Events in which ATCEMS is involved

link directly to the application, and should run no

The ambassadors should be encouraged to

SAMPLE EXECUTIONS

sonal and/or professional networks. Additionally,

Alongside each image asset, we’ve included a

posts to relevant pages such as the “Diary of a

tone and feel a post with the accompanying im-

share any position specific posts within their perthe recruiting team should share open position

Mad Dispatcher” Facebook group. Additional online groups may be discovered via search or by

quote from an ATCEMS medic that embodies the

age should have. Refer to the sample post below.

polling ATCEMS medics.

“Even our commanders and higher ups, they’re always wanting to help you, all the time”
41
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“This is one of the few places in EMS where you can have a career”
42
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“We pull each other out of hard times.”
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“They tell us you can do everything in the back of that ambulance, except surgery”
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“It can be overwhelming learning things specific to systems, stuff you don’t learn in school”
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POSTING TO SOCIAL MEDIA:

“It felt good to be able to affect a positive

change...when the ambulance is designed well,
it makes your day to day life easier”

Posts to social media should include the
following elements:
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POSTING TO JOB LISTING SITES

• Better quality of life

When posting to job listing sites, campaign in-

• Mentorship from Captain and Commander

clusion should be minimal but clear. We suggest

opening or closing a job description on a job posting site with the campaign line in quotes (e.g., “ATCEMS. You care for the community. We take care

of you.”). Post content and job description should

support the campaign’s claim by lacing organizational support language throughout the post
Proof Points
All Medics
• Organizational support

• Smart and supportive colleagues
• Clinicians and not technicians

• Expand/advance medical practice

• Focus on patient care and not profits

2018

• Non-punitive culture

• Slower shifts on weekday nights

• Exciting and chaotic weekend night shifts
• Long-term career advancement
opportunities

• Academy and skills lab

• Austin is fun and young
Field specific proof points (in addition to above
proof points)

• Running scenes
• Police Support

• Shorter work week with opportunity to pick up
more shifts

• Medic 1 paired with paramedic
• 911 calls versus transport

• Technology--lifts, GPS tracking
• Paid continuing education

• Grooming medics to be better

• Good medical director and expanding medical practice

• 3rd service organization

• PTSD Support and Peer Support Groups
• Burnout Support

• Opportunity to do things off the truck/outside
of CTECC

• Benefits

• Busy System

• Civil service value system/Job security
• Good salary

• Higher standards
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CAMPAIGN 2

MEDIA ROLLOUT

THE HEROES BEHIND THE HEADSETS

Where

Communications Medics are the true first first

We suggest the campaign be published on the

responders, and at ATCEMS they are providing

life-saving medical care over the phone. From

following sites:

walking women through giving birth on their own,

• Facebook

being that lifeline for someone all alone, these

• Job listing sites, especially Indeed

to teaching someone how to perform CPR, or just

• Instagram

medics are heroes. And everyone should know it,

• Google Jobs search results

including them.

• Via GlassDoor or LinkedIn

This approach addresses two uncovered insights

FREQUENCY

medics feel underappreciated, and many, even

Social Media

munications medics actually do.

day 3 times a week during a hiring cycle on social

In this campaign, people will see the communi-

tions are open.

from our research: in general communications

within the organization, do not know what com-

cation medic where they truly do their work: with

the patient before anyone else. It will highlight the
amazing rescues that hinged on communica-

Recruiting posts should be published 2-4 times a

media platforms beginning the first day applica-

• 1-2 post a day to be position specific

• 2-3 posts a day to be culture specific

tions medics’ work, showcase the top of the line

• What it’s like to work at ATCEMS

ultimately educate the public on these unsung

• Events in which ATCEMS is involved

technology that makes their jobs possible, and

• A link to a relevant ambassador’s post

heroes and the possibility of being one.

• Benefits of ATCEMS

PRIMARY AUDIENCES REACHED

The ambassadors should be encouraged to

share any position specific posts within their per-

• Certified current & potential comm medics -

sonal and/or professional networks. Additionally,

• Uncertified potential comm medics - Tammy

posts to relevant pages such as the “Diary of a

Joyce, Cameron

the recruiting team should share open position

Mad Dispatcher” Facebook group. Additional online groups may be discovered via search or by
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polling ATCEMS medics.
POSTING TO JOB LISTING SITES
Job postings on job listing sites need to be posted no later than the first day of a hiring cycle,

link directly to the application, and should run no
longer than the position is open for applications.
Proof Points
• Support to learn and grow in Academy

• Don’t have to be paramedic to be Medic 2

• Not punitive culture with feedback loop with
captain & commander

• Good technology

• Pay for continuing education

• Practicing medicine from behind a desk
• City Benefits

Uncertified Current or Potential Comm Medic
Specific Proof Points (in addition to above
proof points)

• Do CPR, deliver babies and more

• Internship program facilitates access

• Expanded medical practices

• Don’t have to quit job to go back to school

• Keep people alive until truck gets there
through protocols

• State of the Art Technology

to good career

• Pride and status of working in the
medical field

• All calls go through 4 people

• Gain skills to help loved ones in

• ~150 calls in 12 hour shift

• Weekday nights offer down time

• Exciting work: you get intense calls everyday
• Mastered medical practice to the point

med emergencies
to improve skills

of being able to teach to others

• They already have skillsets for working with

smell, and sight

• Mentally challenging, but not physically

• Provide medical care without touch,
• Taught to be global listeners

• Collect vital information for field medics
• Life line for the community

2018

people on the phone and multitasking

• Close to community
• Helpful Colleagues

• Calm patient down for field medics

SAMPLE EXECUTIONS

• Continuing education provided

Alongside each image asset, we’ve included a

• Faster advancement than field/Clear path for

tone and feel a post with the accompanying im-

• Paid same as field medics

• PTSD support and peer support groups
advancement

• Variety of Calls

quote from an ATCEMS medic that embodies the

age should have. Refer to the sample post below.

• Physically protected by not being in field
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“Sometimes you’ll see people close their eyes and try to imagine what is happening exactly to try to
find a way to walk them through it.”
50
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“We’re not there, but we’re letting people know they’re not alone”
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POSTING TO SOCIAL MEDIA:

“We have state of the art equipment…
This is as good as it gets.”

Posts to social media should include the
following elements:
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POSTING TO JOB LISTING SITES
When posting to job listing sites, campaign in-

clusion should be minimal but clear. We suggest

opening or closing a job description on a job posting site with the campaign line in quotes (e.g., “Join
the Heroes Behind the Headsets”). Post content
and job descriptions should support the cam-

paign’s claim by lacing comm medics’ ability truly
help people, practice medicine over the phone,

and do meaningful work throughout the content.
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Design Assets

Creative Coud Libraries with all design assets

Use the following color palette combinations as

posts, and posters and shared with the Recruiting

cards, social media posts, and posters.

have been created for ostcards, social media

team. These assets can easily be dragged and
dropped onto photos in Photoshop.

The libraries can be added to individual Creative
Cloud accounts from these links:

Vertical Postcard Design Assets: https://adobe.
ly/2w2mfi5

Horizontal Postcard Design Assets: https://adobe.
ly/2Fy3wdH

Social Media Design Assets: https://adobe.
ly/2HxAvor

Poster Design Assets: https://adobe.ly/2vYBJnc
In addition, the following fonts and colors should
be used for text boxes.
Font: Robbins Bold
Colors:
Dark Blue: Hex #221D5B, RGB 34-29-91

Light Blue: Hex #7DC9CE, RGB 125-201-206
Yellow: Hex #FDDD00, RGB 253-221-0

A limited number of photos have been staged

to use with the design assets. We recommend

that additional photos be professionally staged
and taken in the future, but for now these pho-

tos should be recycled and used throughout the
hiring process.
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Vertical Postcards
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Design Assets

Horizontal Postcards
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Social Media Posts (Facebook and Instagram)
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Posters
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Editorial Guidelines
Campaign 1 Assets

Campaign 2 Assets

Campaign 1 Assets

Position
Specific
Posts

What it’s lke to work at ATCEMS
Link to relevant ambassador’s post
ATCEMS Events
Benefits of ATCEMS

Campaign 2 Assets

Position
Specific
Posts

Culture
Specific
Posts

What it’s lke to work at ATCEMS
Link to relevant ambassador’s post
ATCEMS Events
Benefits of ATCEMS

Culture
Specific
Posts

ATCEMS Career Site
or
AustinCityJobs.org

Job
Listing Sites
Culture
Specific
Posts

Position
Specific
Posts

What it’s lke to work at ATCEMS
Link to relevant ambassador’s post
ATCEMS Events
Benefits of ATCEMS

Campaign 1 Assets

to visually show what content to post and where
(the spokes) and where to link posts to (the hub).

There are several hubs that are used dependent
on the post content and where it is posted.

For Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn posts:
• Field Job Openings: Field Career Page
• Communications Job Openings:

• Telecom Intern Job Openings: Telecom Intern
Career Page
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Indeed

Campaign 2 Assets

This hub and spoke editorial guideline is a way

Communications Career Page

Review
“Where do you look
for jobs” survey
results for other
job site
recommendations

Job Listing Posts:
• Job Postings on Job Listings Sites:

AustinCityJobs.org job opening link

Checklist for a Successful
Hiring Process
PRIOR TO OPENING JOBS

3. Keep track of analytics on posts to determine if

1. Review campaign assets or appropriate job

doing well/not well and make changes accordingly

opening and create Position Related posts based

any should be boosted and to keep track of those

on what posts should include.

END OF RECRUITING PERIOD

2. Create job posts for job listing sites based on

1. Ensure job posts are removed from all

guidelines given in Media Rollout on pp. 41 and 44
and determine sites to list on (see p. 38).
3. Create Culture Related posts

• Notify Ambassadors of upcoming job opening
and ask for them to start sending photos and

job listing sites

2. Review all post analytics to determine what

changes need to be made to posts and editorial
calendar for next hiring process

videos related to working at ATCEMS

• Look for upcoming events to post about

• Review Strengths from SWOT Analysis on p. 10

and Target Recruit Personas on p. 30 to assist
with posts related to benefits of working at
ATCEMS

4. Have PIO review all posts for approval/edits
5. Create editorial calendar based on hiring

process timeline. Calendar should include days,
time, and content types to post, meeting the

guidelines provided in Media Rollout and Fre-

quency on pp. 40 and 48. Share calendar with PIO
for approval.

KICKOFF OF RECRUITING PERIOD
1. Post job information to job listing sites
2. Begin following editorial guidelines on p.48
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Social Media Best Practices
and Guidelines
Posts on social media should be able to “live

• Recruiting messaging

accessible, and relevant. Users should not have

• What it’s like to be a part of ATCEMS

alone,” meaning they are a complete thought,

to go to another source to understand the message a post is trying to convey. Posts should uti-

lize plain language of a 6th or below reading level

• Culture specific messaging
• Benefits of the job

• What ATCEMS is like as an organization

in order to be easily understood by the general

INSTAGRAM

as possible.

The official Instagram Austin-Travis County EMS

FACEBOOK

toward sharing photos and videos captured by

public. And, content should always be as timely

The oficial Austin-Travis County EMS Facebook

Instagram account @ATCEMSMedics is geared
our medics.

Page, facebook.com/AustinTravisCountyEMS, is

Primary Audience: City of Austin/Travis County

ty engagement by keeping the public and our

ees, public safety workers

used to build brand awareness and communiemployees aware of everything we are doing,

activate the community to take action, and keep
important health and safety tips in the spotlight.
Facebook is the ideal tool to share video and
photos.

Primary Audience: City of Austin/Travis County
Community, ATCEMS Employees, media, future

employees, public safety workers, government
organizations

Types of content:
• Photos/Videos/Info about ATCEMS out in the
community or at work

• Links or Shares of ATCEMS in the news
• Links to press releases

• Safety/health messages

• Upcoming ATCEMS events
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Community, ATCEMS Employees, future employ-

Types of content:
• Photos/Videos/Info about ATCEMS out in the
community or at work

• Recruiting messaging

• Culture specific messaging

• What it’s like to be a part of ATCEMS
• Benefits of the job

• What ATCEMS is like as an organization
GUIDELINES FOR POSTING ON FACEBOOK
AND INSTAGRAM

Follow the City of Austin Social Media Policy:

http://austintexas.gov/sites/default/files/files/
Communications/social-media-policy.pdf

Social Media Best Practices and Guidelines

ATCEMS Recruiting Marketing Plan

Be Accurate

Post frequency

If you do not have the necessary information,

Posts on social media platforms should be fre-

2018

wait until you do before you post or tweet.

quent. Social media platforms use algorithms

But what if my “accurate information” changes

So not every post will be seen by every follower,

after I post?

Do not delete, instead update with a comment

under your original post (for Facebook) or send
out a new tweet with updated information.
What about a typo?
On Facebook and Instagram you can go in and

that push well-performing posts to users feeds.
and the more times you post, the opportunities
you have to get in front of users. Best practice

for social posting is 2-5 times a day, 5-7 days a
week for any given organization or brand. It is

also common practice to post the same content

adjusted for each platform, (i.e., a post that is 250

characters on Facebook is made more concise to
fit the 140 character limit as a twitter post).

edit posts after posting. You can also edit typos in

Remember posts are public!

not edit typos in comments so add a post with

Make sure you are posting appropriate materi-

comments on Facebook. On Instagram you canthe correction.
Post length
Facebook and Instagram posts should be as
close to 250 (or under) as possible:

al. Do not upload photos of patients or provide

any information that would violate HIPAA laws or
identify the patient.

Use appropriate file types

• The news feed of your Facebook page typically

You want people to be able to easily interact with

headline for your post and keeping the post

tains information about an event with time, date,

contains a lot of information so having a good
length to less than 250 characters generates
the more interaction and engagement. Ac-

cording to Facebook posts of that length generate 60% more likes, comments and shares
than posts greater than 250 characters

posts and tweets. If you have a PDF flyer that conand a URL to the event’s site, do not post/tweet

the PDF, instead put the information in the post or
tweet and link to the event URL.
Posting photos
If it is a public event, it is OK to have photos of

community members included. If you are posting
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one photo from an event, it is best to post/tweet a

Interact and Pay Attention

are at the event. Do not create a Facebook album if

Make sure to respond to questions and private

post one photo. NEVER post photos of patients get-

you are responsible for posting to Twitter, Face-

photo (or video) from your smart phone while you

there are multiple photos of the same people, just

ting care. NEVER post photos that belong to someone else unless you are retweeting, sharing (via

Facebook), or providing the appropriate attribution.

messages in a timely fashion. This means that if
book, or Instagram during a certain period of
time, you are responsible for answering any
questions people may have.

If posting a photo to Facebook, post the photo

Hashtags

photo shows up as a photo instead of a link.

Hashtags are used to attract an audience. They

Additional notes about images:

a user can find new trusted organizations and

via Facebook as opposed to HootSuite so the

• Do not use stock images. Images should be of
ATCEMS employees and assets

• Only one image should be used unless there
are a variety of photos related to the post

Links
Do not post or tweet a URL or photo on its own,

make sure there is some intro text explaining what
the photo is of or what the URL will take people to.
Responding to negative comments/mentions
Do not respond negatively to a negative post or

tweet. Either ignore it or if the information is false,
be polite and provide the accurate information.
On Facebook, if the comment is inappropriate,

hide it immediately and if poster asks why their
comment is no longer appearing, point them

to: http://austintexas.gov/sites/default/files/files/
Communications/social-media-policy.pdf
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link content on similar topics to each other, so

users to follow. When using a hashtag be sure it is

accessible (not jargon or an uncommon abbreviations), relevant, and preferably trending so oth-

ers following similar content can find ATCEMS and
their relevant posts. On Facebook, 2-3 hashtags
are appropriate. On instagram, 4-5 hashtags

minimum will produce optimal performance and
may extend beyond the suggested 250 character use, view The Complete Instagram Hashtag
Guide for Business at goo.gl/sykMWz.

• Use trending hashtags when appropriate
(i.e. #ATXFloods)

• Avoid using acronyms or abbreviations (with
the exception of EMS and ATX) particularly

when they are not commonly used by others
or understandable to the general public

• View report on Optimal Hashtag
Use at goo.gl/gFSbLq

Measuring Success

We established baseline metrics and means to

structions on how to calculate the average number

of the campaigns.

34, are met; spreadsheet available at https://goo.

gather metrics going forward to measure success

Increased ratio of successful applicants

of posts per day to ensure frequency goals on p.
gl/3o9DNo (Channels Sheet)

to total applicants.

ATCEMS staff capability to maintain and

Successful applicants are defined by those who

developed by team.

hold all the required qualifications and make it

improve upon resources and technology

onto the eligibility list. A spreadsheet has been

We created a survey to evaluate the usability of the

applicants and total applicants and increase the

need improvement by the Innovation Office Fellows

created to track the number of of successful

ratio (calculated into a percentage) of successful

applicants to total applicants, spreadsheet available at https://goo.gl/3o9DNo (Application Info
Sheet)

marketing plan, and identify whether any aspects

or ATCEMS internally so that the marketing plan can
be successfully implemented by ATCEMS. It should

be taken by the recruiting staff members after the
next hiring cycle (Spring 2018).

Increased number of highly qualified,

Increased number of effective recruiting

This is not currently tracked. We worked with Mary

We found that target participants rely heavily on

spreadsheet Recruiting currently uses to track ap-

medics heard about us mostly by word of mouth.

experienced applicants.

Hoad to add a “Years of Experience” column on the
plicants so that they can measure this in the future.
Increased and improved use of ATCEMS outreach
channels for recruiting.

Social media posts for Recruiting are not currently
tracked. A spreadsheet has been created to keep
track of the total number of position specific and

culture specific posts made on Facebook and Instagram for each hiring cycle, as well as keep track

of the number of job postings added to LinkedIn for
each cycle. In addition, there is a column with in-

outreach channels.

digital channels to learn about new jobs, while our
Refer to the Recruiting Channels Section on p. 36

to see our suggestion of effective channels for our
target participants.

We suggest adding an interview question asking
candidates how they heard about the job open-

ing to track effectiveness of the campaign. This is

in addition to the question on the application and
interest cards, since the consensus is that those

results sway too strongly to the first multiple choice
option, suggesting inaccurate data.
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We also suggest repeating the Job Search

Survey on p. 118 and Media Usage Survey on p. 122
annually to determine how effective channels
change over time.
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3. RECRUITING CHANNELS RESEARCH
a. Job search survey

b. Media usage survey
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5. SECONDARY RESEARCH SOURCES
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METHODOLOGY

• New to the career

Goals

• Longtime employee

• Better define the narrative to attract both diverse and dynamic talent pools

• Form hypotheses about what type of messaging attracts desired candidates

Questions

• What is the nature of the job? What is the day to
day like?

• What are some signature stories they
want to share?

• What makes work meaningful and engaging?

2018

• Recent recruits

• Gender or ethnic minority
Limitations of the study

• We did not observe sit/ride-alongs overnight,

though we did some evening timeslots to gather perspectives of night medics

• Some of our target participants cancelled
and we had to interview whomever was

available, leading to underrepresentation
by some targets

• What makes work challenging?

• What attracted them to ATCEMS?

• What separates ATCEMS from other services or
related jobs?

Methods and Participants

• 13 sit-along sessions with ATCEMS comm medics, which consisted of observing their work,
interviewing, and taking photos and audio
recordings

• 11 ride-along sessions with ATCEMS field medics,
which consisted of riding in the ambulance on

calls, interviewing in the station, and taking photos and audio recordings
Recruiting

• We gave our target participant criteria to the
ATCEMS team who identified and scheduled
available medics

• Participant criteria (any one of these):

• Previously employed by another service
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2. CAMPAIGN THEMES RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY
Goals

• Narrow down campaign themes
• Validate assumptions

• Fill in gaps in information
Questions

• Asked for open ended explanation of choices
Recruiting

• Reached out to contacts gathered in the Job
Search Survey

• Posted to ATCEMS’ Facebook page, our Facebook pages, target Facebook groups, Reddit,
ATCEMS’ recruiting email list

• Reached out to managers in our network to
connect us with their staff

• What about their jobs make them happy and

• MedStar, Fort Worth

• We posed the top themes per brief and asked

• Austin-based call centers

unhappy

• Montgomery County Hospital District

which would make them the most interested

• Austin-based restaurants

in a new job opportunity, and if there were any
missing

• How often do they use Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, TV, Radio

• Are they okay with working at night and why
• Demographic questions
Methods

• Participant screener on SurveyMonkey to filter
out irrelevant participants

• Surveys on SurveyMonkey

• Tested and modified the surveys before the full
run by running them through screenshare and
interview with 5 target participants

• Used a combination of multiple choice, ranking,
rating and open ended responses

• Asked what makes participants happy and un-

happy before presenting the themes to them to
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Limitations of the study

• Because of the nature of an unmoderated
study, we could not ask probing
or clarification questions

• We got enough non EMT-B respondents to un-

derstand top themes overall, but not enough of

each segment to understand if these segments
vary in preferences
Respondents

Field: 82 total respondents

• 54 Experienced paramedics
• 28 New paramedics

Comm: 163 total respondents

• 134 Brief 3: Certified current & potential
comm medics

gather their unbiased perspectives

• Call takers, dispatchers

clear winners

• Paramedics looking for opportunities

• Had them rate then rank the themes to facilitate

2018

• EMT’s and other roles with EMT-B
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off truck

• 29 Brief 4: Uncertified potential comm medics
• Call center

• Customer service
• Service industry

SUMMARY CHARTS OF CAMPAIGN THEMES

RESEARCH – OVERALL DEMOGRAPHICS, BRIEF 1,
BRIEF 2, BRIEF 3, BRIEF 4

EMS Survey

Overall Demographics

Q2 Which of these categories do you best fall into?
Answered: 245

Skipped: 0

Paramedic
working on t...
Medical
professional
EMS call taker
or dispatcher
Call center
employee
Customer
service...
Service
industry...

Other

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Paramedic working on the ambulance or in the field

45.31%

111

Medical professional

13.06%

32

EMS call taker or dispatcher

29.80%

73

Call center employee

3.67%

9

Customer service employee (like retail sales associate, service desk, etc)

4.08%

10

Service industry employee (like server, bartender, rideshare driver, etc)

4.08%

10

Other

0.00%

0

TOTAL

245

73
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Survey
OverallEMS
Demographics

Q7 Field paramedics: Which of these services have you worked for
before? (Select all that apply)
Answered: 111

Skipped: 134

Private

Public Utility
Model

Third Service

Fire Department

Hospital Based

Other (please
specify)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Private

55.86%

62

Public Utility Model

24.32%

27

Third Service

22.52%

25

Fire Department

36.04%

40

Hospital Based

33.33%

37

Other (please specify)

8.11%

9

Total Respondents: 111

74

60%

7 / 50
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Survey
OverallEMS
Demographics

Q8 Field paramedics: Are you considering seeking a position
where you will be off the truck?
Answered: 111

Skipped: 134

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

44.14%

49

No

55.86%

62

TOTAL

111

EMS Survey

Q39 Are you currently looking for a job?
Answered: 242

Skipped: 3

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

41.74%

101

No

58.26%

141

TOTAL

242

8 / 50
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Survey
OverallEMS
Demographics

Q40 Do you consider yourself a night person, or are you okay with
working at night?
Answered: 242

Skipped: 3

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

74.79%

181

No

25.21%

61

TOTAL

76

60%

242
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Survey
OverallEMS
Demographics

Q42 How often do you use the following?
Answered: 237

Skipped: 8

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

LinkedIn

0

FREQUENTLY

1

2

3

OCCASIONALLY

4

5

RARELY

6

7

NEVER

N/A

8

9

TOTAL

10

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

Facebook

59.07%
140

24.47%
58

7.17%
17

7.59%
18

1.69%
4

237

3.82

Twitter

13.14%
31

18.22%
43

18.22%
43

44.92%
106

5.51%
13

236

1.47

Instagram

25.00%
59

25.00%
59

12.71%
30

32.20%
76

5.08%
12

236

2.24

9.32%
22

19.07%
45

24.15%
57

42.80%
101

4.66%
11

236

1.34

LinkedIn

42 / 50
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Overall Demographics
EMS Survey

Q43 How often do you watch cable television?
Answered: 236

Skipped: 9

(no label)

0

FREQUENTLY
(no label)

1

2

3

OCCASIONALLY

22.03%
52

4

5

RARELY

33.47%
79

31.36%
74

6

7

NEVER

N/A

12.29%
29

8

9

TOTAL

0.85%
2

10

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

236

2.44

EMS Survey

Q44 How often do you listen to AM/FM radio?
Answered: 236

Skipped: 9

(no label)

0

FREQUENTLY
(no label)

36.86%
87

1

2

3

OCCASIONALLY
36.44%
86

4

5

RARELY
19.49%
46

78

43 / 50

6

7

NEVER

N/A

5.93%
14

1.27%
3

8

9

TOTAL
236

10

WEIGHTED AVERAGE
3.17
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Overall Demographics
EMS Survey

Q45 What is your age?
Answered: 242

Skipped: 3

Under 20

20-25

25-30

30-35

35-40

40-45

45+

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under 20

2.07%

5

20-25

20.66%

50

25-30

27.69%

67

30-35

18.60%

45

35-40

14.05%

34

40-45

5.37%

13

45+

11.57%

28

TOTAL

242

79

45 / 50
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Overall Demographics
EMS Survey

Q46 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Answered: 242

Skipped: 3

Less than high
school

High school
graduate / GED

Some college
credit, no...

Trade/technical
/vocational...

Associate’s
degree

Bachelor’s
degree or...

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Less than high school

0.00%

0

High school graduate / GED

2.89%

7

Some college credit, no degree

33.06%

80

Trade/technical/vocational training

11.57%

28

Associate’s degree

22.73%

55

Bachelor’s degree or higher

29.75%

72

TOTAL

242

80
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Overall Demographics
EMS Survey

Q47 What is your marital status?
Answered: 242

Skipped: 3

Single, never
married

Married or
domestic...

Widowed,
divorced or...

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Single, never married

42.15%

102

Married or domestic partnership

49.17%

119

Widowed, divorced or separated

8.68%

TOTAL

21
242

81
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Overall Demographics
EMS Survey

Q48 Do you have children?
Answered: 242

Skipped: 3

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

38.02%

92

No

61.98%

150

TOTAL

242

82
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Overall Demographics
EMS Survey

Q49 Please specify your ethnic identity.
Answered: 242

Skipped: 3

Asian /
Pacific...

Black or
African...

Hispanic or
Latino

Native
American or...

White or
Caucasian

Other (please
specify)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Asian / Pacific Islander

2.89%

7

Black or African American

7.02%

17

Hispanic or Latino

15.29%

37

Native American or American Indian

2.48%

6

White or Caucasian

69.01%

Other (please specify)

3.31%

TOTAL

167
8
242

83
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Overall Demographics
EMS Survey

Q50 Please specify your gender identity.
Answered: 242

Skipped: 3

Female

Male

Nonbinary

Other (please
specify)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Female

30.58%

74

Male

69.42%

168

Nonbinary

0.00%

0

Other (please specify)

0.00%

0

TOTAL

242

84
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Brief 1
Target: Experienced Paramedics

Respondents

• 55 Paramedics working on the ambulance or in the
field with over 3 years of experience.

For the the respondents’ demographic information,

visit: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5neNSpe5sYsUFJiSlY5YWxXSEE
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Brief 1
EMS Survey

Q11 What about your job makes you happy? Why?
Answered: 52

6 / 24
86

Skipped: 3
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Brief 1
EMS Survey

Q12 What about your job makes you unhappy? Why?
Answered: 51

Skipped: 4

7 / 24
87
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Brief 1
EMS Survey

Q13 Imagine you are looking for a new job. What would make you most
interested in a potential position?
Answered: 55

Skipped: 0

Being Someone
People Look ...

High Standards
of...

Working for a
Supportive...

Getting to Try
New...

Making an
Impact and...

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

MOST
INTERESTED

INTERESTED

NOT INTERESTED

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Being Someone People Look Up ToWorking in a system
where your role is respected by your organization,
peers, and community.

52.73%
29

40.00%
22

7.27%
4

55

1.98

High Standards of PracticeWorking in an organization
that has higher standards for employees at all levels

61.82%
34

30.91%
17

7.27%
4

55

2.16

Working for a Supportive OrganizationWorking for an
organization that cares about employees, investing time
and money in them and their futures

80.00%
44

18.18%
10

1.82%
1

55

2.58

Getting to Try New ThingsHaving opportunities to
expand your emergency medical experience both on
and off of the truck

61.82%
34

32.73%
18

5.45%
3

55

2.18

Making an Impact and Helping PeopleWorking in a
system that gives medics the opportunity to make more
of an impact in the many communities the system
serves

75.93%
41

22.22%
12

1.85%
1

54

2.50

88
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Brief 1
EMS Survey

Q14 Is there something else you would have put in "Most interested" that
we missed? What is it and why?
Answered: 55

9 / 24

Skipped: 0
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Brief 1
EMS Survey

Q15 Continue to imagine you are looking for a new job. How would you
rank the options below? (1 being the most important, 5 being the least
important)
Answered: 54

Skipped: 1

Being Someone
People Look ...

High Standards
of...

Working for a
Supportive...

Getting to Try
New...

Making an
Impact and...

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

TOTAL

SCORE

Being Someone People Look Up ToWorking in a system where
your role is respected by your organization, peers, and
community.

12.96%
7

24.07%
13

20.37%
11

14.81%
8

27.78%
15

54

2.80

High Standards of PracticeWorking in an organization that has
higher standards for employees at all levels

18.52%
10

18.52%
10

27.78%
15

24.07%
13

11.11%
6

54

3.09

Working for a Supportive OrganizationWorking for an
organization that cares about employees, investing time and
money in them and their futures

27.78%
15

31.48%
17

12.96%
7

14.81%
8

12.96%
7

54

3.46

Getting to Try New ThingsHaving opportunities to expand your
emergency medical experience both on and off of the truck

7.41%
4

11.11%
6

18.52%
10

33.33%
18

29.63%
16

54

2.33

Making an Impact and Helping PeopleWorking in a system that
gives medics the opportunity to make more of an impact in the
many communities the system serves

33.33%
18

14.81%
8

20.37%
11

12.96%
7

18.52%
10

54

3.31

90
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Brief 1
EMS Survey

Q40 Do you consider yourself a night person, or are you okay with
working at night?
Answered: 55

Skipped: 0

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

60.00%

33

No

40.00%

22

TOTAL

55

91
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Brief 1
EMS Survey

Q41 If you answered yes to the previous question, what would you like
about working at night?
Answered: 54

92

Skipped: 1
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Brief 2
Target: New Paramedics

Respondents

• 28 Paramedics working on the ambulance or in the
field with under 3 years of experience.

For the the respondents’ demographic

information, visit: https://drive.google.com/
open?id=0B5neNSpe5sYsaGRJa1lPUllkbEk
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Brief 2
EMS Survey

Q17 What about your job makes you happy? Why?
Answered: 28

94
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Skipped: 0
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Brief 2
EMS Survey

Q18 What about your job makes you unhappy? Why?
Answered: 28

7 / 24

Skipped: 0
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Brief 2
EMS Survey

Q19 Imagine you are looking for a new job. What would make you the
most interested in a potential position?
Answered: 28

Skipped: 0

Long Term
Career...

Living in a
Fun City Liv...

Working in a
Busy System...

Time to
reflect and...

Organizational
Support Work...

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

MOST
INTERESTED

INTERESTED

NOT INTERESTED

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Long Term Career Satisfaction Working for an
organization that will support you throughout your career
and help you grow into the medic you want to be

75.00%
21

21.43%
6

3.57%
1

28

2.46

Living in a Fun City Living and working in or near a
dynamic and fast-paced city

46.43%
13

50.00%
14

3.57%
1

28

1.89

Working in a Busy System Beginning your career in
such a busy system, so you can have a variety of
experiences right from the start

60.71%
17

28.57%
8

10.71%
3

28

2.11

Time to reflect and improve Having some slower shifts
to reflect on the work you’ve done, what you’ve learned,
and how to improve

53.57%
15

39.29%
11

7.14%
2

28

2.00

Organizational Support Working for an organization that
sets you up for success in your career and in their
system through training, mentorship, and a culture of
support

89.29%
25

3.57%
1

7.14%
2

28

2.71

96
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Brief 2
EMS Survey

Q20 Is there something else you would have put in "Most interested" that
we missed? What is it and why?
Answered: 28

Skipped: 0

9 / 24
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Brief 2
EMS Survey

Q21 Continue to imagine you are looking for a new job. How would you
rank the options below? (1 being the most important, 5 being the least
important)
Answered: 28

Skipped: 0

Long Term
Career...

Living in a
Fun City Liv...

Working in a
Busy System...

Time to
reflect and...

Organizational
Support Work...

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

2

TOTAL

SCORE

64.29%
18

14.29%
4

3.57%
1

7.14%
2

10.71%
3

28

4.14

Living in a Fun City Living and working in or near a dynamic
and fast-paced city

3.57%
1

7.14%
2

17.86%
5

21.43%
6

50.00%
14

28

1.93

Working in a Busy System Beginning your career in such a
busy system, so you can have a variety of experiences right
from the start

3.57%
1

17.86%
5

32.14%
9

32.14%
9

14.29%
4

28

2.64

Time to reflect and improve Having some slower shifts to
reflect on the work you’ve done, what you’ve learned, and how
to improve

3.57%
1

14.29%
4

25.00%
7

32.14%
9

25.00%
7

28

2.39

25.00%
7

46.43%
13

21.43%
6

7.14%
2

0.00%
0

28

3.89

Organizational Support Working for an organization that sets
you up for success in your career and in their system through
training, mentorship, and a culture of support

98
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1
Long Term Career Satisfaction Working for an organization that
will support you throughout your career and help you grow into
the medic you want to be

3
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Brief 2
EMS Survey

Q40 Do you consider yourself a night person, or are you okay with
working at night?
Answered: 28

Skipped: 0

Yes

No
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

89.29%

25

No

10.71%

3

TOTAL

28
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Brief 2
EMS Survey

Q41 If you answered yes to the previous question, what would you like
about working at night?
Answered: 28

Skipped: 0

15 / 24
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Brief 3
Target: Medics to recruit to comm

Respondents

• 134 Certified current & potential comm medics
• Call takers, dispatchers

• EMT’s or other roles with their EMT-B

• Paramedics looking for opportunities
off the truck.

For the the respondents’ demographic

information, visit: https://drive.google.com/
open?id=0B5neNSpe5sYsRjlQcEUzVUp5eEU
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Brief 3
EMS Survey

Q25 What about your job makes you happy? Why?
Answered: 131

9 / 27
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Skipped: 2
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Brief 3
EMS Survey

Q26 What about your job makes you unhappy? Why?
Answered: 130

10 / 27

Skipped: 3
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Brief 3
EMS Survey

Q27 Imagine you are looking for a new job. What would make you the
most interested in a potential position?
Answered: 133

Skipped: 0

High Acuity
CallsGetting...

Clear Path for
Advancement...

Practicing
Medicine...

Supporting the
Community Be...

Being a First
Responder Be...

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

MOST INTERESTED

INTERESTED

NOT INTERESTED

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

High Acuity CallsGetting both a variety of calls
and intense calls at every shift

43.61%
58

50.38%
67

6.02%
8

133

1.81

Clear Path for Advancement Having
opportunities to move forward in your career and
up in the ranks

82.58%
109

16.67%
22

0.76%
1

132

2.64

Practicing Medicine Working with an expanded
medical practice and getting to do more medically

43.61%
58

31.58%
42

24.81%
33

133

1.62

Supporting the Community Being a lifeline to the
community, the one they reach out to when they
need help

66.17%
88

29.32%
39

4.51%
6

133

2.28

Being a First Responder Being the first one on
the scene, getting control of the situation

41.35%
55

44.36%
59

14.29%
19

133

1.68
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Brief 3
EMS Survey

Q28 Is there something else you would have put in "Most interested" that
we missed? What is it and why?
Answered: 133

Skipped: 0

12 / 27
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Brief 3
EMS Survey

Q29 Continue to imagine you are looking for a new job. How would you
rank the options below? (1 being the most important, 5 being the least
important)
Answered: 131

Skipped: 2

High Acuity
CallsGetting...

Clear Path for
Advancement...

Practicing
Medicine...

Supporting the
Community Be...

Being a First
Responder Be...

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

TOTAL

SCORE

High Acuity CallsGetting both a variety of calls and intense
calls at every shift

16.03%
21

19.85%
26

33.59%
44

14.50%
19

16.03%
21

131

3.05

Clear Path for Advancement Having opportunities to move
forward in your career and up in the ranks

41.98%
55

20.61%
27

13.74%
18

12.98%
17

10.69%
14

131

3.70

Practicing Medicine Working with an expanded medical
practice and getting to do more medically

16.03%
21

19.08%
25

13.74%
18

20.61%
27

30.53%
40

131

2.69

Supporting the Community Being a lifeline to the community,
the one they reach out to when they need help

17.56%
23

24.43%
32

24.43%
32

18.32%
24

15.27%
20

131

3.11

8.40%
11

16.03%
21

14.50%
19

33.59%
44

27.48%
36

131

2.44

Being a First Responder Being the first one on the scene,
getting control of the situation
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Brief 3
EMS Survey

Q40 Do you consider yourself a night person, or are you okay with
working at night?
Answered: 130

Skipped: 3

Yes

No
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

77.69%

101

No

22.31%

29

TOTAL

130
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Brief 3
EMS Survey

Q41 If you answered yes to the previous question, what would you like
about working at night?
Answered: 129

18 / 27
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Skipped: 4
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Brief 4
Target: Non-medics to recruit to comm

Respondents

• 29 Uncertified potential comm medics from:
• Call centers

• Customer service
• Service industry

For the the respondents’ demographic

information, visit: https://drive.google.com/

open?id=0B5neNSpe5sYsTGJGV1RBUGV1aHM
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Brief 4
EMS Survey

Q31 What about your job makes you happy? Why?
Answered: 26

3 / 22
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Skipped: 3
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Brief 4
EMS Survey

Q32 What about your job makes you unhappy? Why?
Answered: 26

4 / 22

Skipped: 3
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Brief 4
EMS Survey

Q33 Imagine you are looking for a new job. What would make you the
most interested in a potential position?
Answered: 29

Skipped: 0

Doing
Meaningful...

Securing Your
FutureHaving...

Not having to
go back to...

Time to
reflect and...

Using Your
Existing...

Working in a
Respected...

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

MOST INTERESTED

INTERESTED

NOT INTERESTED

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Doing Meaningful WorkHaving a career in which
you are making a significant difference in
people’s lives

68.97%
20

27.59%
8

3.45%
1

29

2.34

Securing Your FutureHaving a secure job with
career growth opportunities, protected benefits,
and organizational support

68.97%
20

27.59%
8

3.45%
1

29

2.34

Not having to go back to schoolBeing able to
start a new career with on the job training,
mentorship, and no additional schooling required

34.48%
10

48.28%
14

17.24%
5

29

1.52

Time to reflect and improveHaving some slower
shifts to reflect on the work you’ve done, what
you’ve learned, and how to improve

34.48%
10

44.83%
13

20.69%
6

29

1.48

Using Your Existing SkillsHaving a new career in
which you can use the skills you have already
developed

44.83%
13

48.28%
14

6.90%
2

29

1.83

Working in a Respected FieldBeing proud of the
work you are doing and being respected by your
loved ones for what you do

65.52%
19

31.03%
9

3.45%
1

29

2.28
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Brief 4
EMS Survey

Q34 Is there something else you would have put in "Most interested" that
we missed? What is it and why?
Answered: 29

Skipped: 0

6 / 22
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Brief 4
EMS Survey

Q35 Continue to imagine you are looking for a new job. How would you
rank the options below? (1 being the most important, 6 being the least
important)
Answered: 27

Skipped: 2

Doing
Meaningful...

Securing Your
FutureHaving...

Not having to
go back to...

Time to
reflect and...

Using Your
Existing...

Working in a
Respected...

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

2

SCORE

Doing Meaningful WorkHaving a career in which
you are making a significant difference in people’s
lives

40.74%
11

25.93%
7

7.41%
2

11.11%
3

7.41%
2

7.41%
2

27

4.59

Securing Your FutureHaving a secure job with
career growth opportunities, protected benefits, and
organizational support

25.93%
7

11.11%
3

25.93%
7

7.41%
2

14.81%
4

14.81%
4

27

3.81

Not having to go back to schoolBeing able to start a
new career with on the job training, mentorship, and
no additional schooling required

11.11%
3

14.81%
4

11.11%
3

18.52%
5

7.41%
2

37.04%
10

27

2.93

3.70%
1

11.11%
3

14.81%
4

18.52%
5

33.33%
9

18.52%
5

27

2.78

Using Your Existing SkillsHaving a new career in
which you can use the skills you have already
developed

11.11%
3

14.81%
4

22.22%
6

18.52%
5

29.63%
8

3.70%
1

27

3.48

Working in a Respected FieldBeing proud of the
work you are doing and being respected by your
loved ones for what you do

7.41%
2

22.22%
6

18.52%
5

25.93%
7

7.41%
2

18.52%
5

27

3.41

7 / 22
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TOTAL

114

4

8

1

Time to reflect and improveHaving some slower
shifts to reflect on the work you’ve done, what
you’ve learned, and how to improve

3

7

6
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Brief 4
EMS Survey

Q40 Do you consider yourself a night person, or are you okay with
working at night?
Answered: 29

Skipped: 0
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Yes

72.41%

21
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27.59%

8

TOTAL

29
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Brief 4
EMS Survey

Q41 If you answered yes to the previous question, what would you like
about working at night?
Answered: 28

116

Skipped: 1
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3. RECRUITING CHANNELS RESEARCH

• Limited to personal and ATCEMS networks

METHODS

• Only 23% of internal staff responded

• Job search survey

• Media usage survey

• Competitor analysis

(aside from Reddit)

Respondents
Total: 477
External

A) JOB SEARCH SURVEY

• 127 Paramedics

Methodology

• 20 non-EMS medical professionals

Question

• 76 people from non-medical fields

• “How do you hear about or look for job opportunities?”

Methods

• 110 EMTs

• 84 Call takers and dispatchers

Internal

• 30 Paramedic Medic I’s and II’s
• 7 EMT Medic I’s

• Collected open ended answers; tagged for

• 6 Comm Medic I’s and II’s

• Surveys on Google Forms and posting mes-

• 6 Medic I’s, unknown if field or comm

analysis

2018

• 11 Captain or Commander

sages

• Internal survey: https://goo.gl/jCk9CU
• Public survey: https://goo.gl/Wnmrdq

• Posting messages: https://goo.gl/aMQgDQ
Recruiting

• We posted to Facebook, NextDoor, Reddit,

LinkedIn, ATCEMS recruiting email list and one
career fair.

• Actively posted and promoted for 1 week
Limitations of the study

• Ran primarily through digital channels, so

may have missed people who frequent physical channels and not digital
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Results
Where our target recruits hear about jobs
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Job listing sites target recruits use
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Job listing sites our medics use
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B) MEDIA USAGE SURVEY
We asked, “How often do you use Facebook, Twit-

ter, Instagram, LinkedIn, TV, Radio?” and had them
rate each according to frequency of us.

Refer to the Campaign Themes Research section,
ps. 64-65 for results.
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4. USER RESEARCH THEMES & THEME
IDEATION WORKSHOPS

GOALS

• Gather expertise of advisory team at key
points in the process

• Bring advisory team along through the process

• Research synthesis- find patterns and themes
in the data

• Campaign brainstorming- generate potential
campaign lines and executions

View the “Discovery Research Synthesis Plan” at
https://goo.gl/x9J2Lo
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